A Guide to Teaching Statistics: Innovations and Best Practices addresses the critical aspects of teaching statistics to undergraduate students, acting as an invaluable resource for instructors at all levels. The text covers topics including: 

- The role of statistics in today’s world
- The use of technology in teaching
- The importance of active learning
- The use of real data in statistics
- The need for clear and concise explanations

The second edition of the text is designed to help instructors develop their own teaching style and includes a new chapter on “Tips for incorporating real data into course content” as well as a new chapter on “Recommendations on integrating ethics into course content.” The book also features a new section on “How to use the WeissStat CD” and a new section on “How to use the Excel add-in.” The second edition maintains the features that made the first edition so popular, including clear and concise explanations, numerous examples, and a focus on active learning.

Incluye CD-ROM que complementa al libro. Incluye CD-ROM que complementa al libro.